Agreement
concluded on 31.07.2011.
between: Soundwaves Records Oskar Korzeniecki, al.Prymasa Tysiaclecia 153/16 . 01-424 Warszawa
Nip: 527-237-05-35 REGON: 142272151 hereinafter referred as “the Publisher”
And XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXx Arits name Addres XXXXXXXXXXXXxCountry as “the Group”.

1.This agreement shall be effective throughout the world.
2. The subject of agreement is giving the Publisher the copyrights and property to perform these works.
Tracks :
Arist name – track name (Original Mix)
Arist name – track name (Original Mix)
Arist name – track name (Original Mix)

3. The Group states that the material under the contract has not been and will not be notified of any
administration of collecting societies and the tracks of the contract has no legal flaws, and not burdened
by obligations to third parties. In the case of notification of any claims by persons who are not party to
this Agreement authorizes the Publisher reported to ignore the demands and the Group assumes all legal
and financial consequences arising from the implementation of this Agreement.
4. Publisher will compensate Group promotion of works referred to in paragraph 2. In addition, the track
will be sold at online stores to its own rates. Publisher will pay compensation if the total takings of the
tracks sold exceed more than 20GBP. From each 20GBP, Group will receive 10GBP salary minus taxes
(20% of 20GBP collects shop and the rest is split 50% between the Group and Publisher.)
5. The sales results will be delivered by e-mail quarterly, not sooner than 30days after the end of quarter.
The salary will be paid by bank transfer within 20 days after the sales results are announced. (Beatport
send sells report with one quarter delay (3 months ))
6. Publisher may entrust the execution of its powers and duties under this Agreement to a third party in
whole or in part.
7. The Parties undertake to treat this contract as a trade secret under applicable law and does not bypass
each other in trade talks on its subject.
8. This Agreement is prepared in two counterparts of equal legal effect, one counterpart for each Party.

Publisher:

_______________________
(signature)

Group:

_________________________
(signature)

